
Orientation to 8th Grade

“You have to do your own growing no 
matter how tall you grandfather was.” 

-Abraham Lincoln

Spring 2022



Becoming an 8th 
Grader

u Physical changes:

u Wide range in physical growth

u Lots of eating, lots of movement

u Physical growth takes most energy

u Social Emotional Development:

u Peer influences

u Focus on self and friends

u Test rules and limits

u Intellectual Development:

u Cooperative groups for learning

u Easily "bored"

u Risk taking

u Short term thinking vs follow through



Keys to Success in 8th Grade

uDiligence/Time Management
uOpen mindedness – Attitude and Flexibility 

uResponsibility and Accountability 
uBalanced Academic and Social Focus

uAttending and Participating in Class
uOrganization 



The 8th Grade Program
Core
u ELA
u Math
u Science
u Social Studies
u World Language or 

Resource Center

Related Arts
Alternating days:
u Music
u Physical Education

Daily for one quarter:
u Art
u Computer Art
u Health
u Computer Science for Innovators 

and Makers (PLTW)



Related Arts



PLTW: “Computer Science for 
Innovators and Makers”
u Computer Science for Innovators and Makers teaches 

students that programming goes beyond the virtual 
world into the physical world.

u Students are challenged to creatively use sensors and 
actuators to develop systems that interact with their 
environment.

u Designing algorithms and using computational thinking 
practices, they code and upload programs to 
microcontrollers that perform a variety of authentic 
tasks.

u The unit broadens students’ understanding of 
computer science concepts through meaningful 
applications.

u Teams select and solve a personally relevant problem 
related to wearable technology, interactive art, or 
mechanical devices.



Health and Wellness

Topics to be covered

§ Understanding health and wellness

§ Achieving Mental and Emotional Health

§ Mindfulness

§ Recognizing Stress and Stress Management

§ Decision Making

§ Reproduction, growth and development

§ Drug use and abuse

§ Body Systems- Endocrine, Reproductive, Respiratory, Digestive



Visual Arts
u Structure:

u Computer Art 8 and Art 8

u Key Topics:
u Elements and principles of Art & Design

u Composition

u Working with a variety of art materials, both 2-D & 3-D

u Refine and build technical skills (digital and traditional)

u Focus on using content related vocabulary

u Learning to reflect and critically assess one’s own artwork and that of 
others

u Expand understanding of Art as it relates to society and culture

Click to add text



Grade 8 Enrichment

• Social Studies (Civic 
participation)

• Science of 
Technology (PLTW)

• World Culture
• Instrument Lessons
• Math and ELA Strategies
• Speech and Language
• Learning Center



Core Classes



Curriculum Areas & Assessments 
Measurable student outcomes in all curriculum areas

u World Language
• Local Final Exam* – oral and written components

u ELA
• NYS Assessment
• 8th Grade Capstone Project
• MAP

u Math
• NYS Assessment or Common Core Algebra Regents*
• MAP

u Science
• NYS Assessment – performance and written components

u Social Studies
• Local Final Assessment

*carries high school credit



Math 8
u Students will take a 

NYS Math Assessment
u Curriculum follows 

Common Core State 
Standards:
u The Number System
u Expression and 

Equations
u Functions
u Geometry
u Statistics and 

Probability 



Math 8

u Students will experience:
u Hands on learning

u Student centered classroom

u Individually paced assignments

u High level of engagement

u Deeper exploration of content

u Opportunities for discussion

u Integration of technology

u Student choice



Algebra I

u “Mastery of algebra including attention to the Standards of 
Mathematical Practice is fundamental for success in further 
mathematics and on college entrance examinations”

u Algebra I and Algebra I Honors in 8th grade will be a compacted 
course (1.5 years of content is compressed, which requires a faster 
pace to complete, as opposed to skipping content)

u High School level course
u Final course grade appears on HS transcript

u Algebra I Common Core exam (Regents) in June (20% of final grade) and also 
appears on the transcript

u A student must maintain an 80% test average to remain in the class.



Algebra I
u Expressions and Equations

u Polynomials

u Functions – Linear, Exponential, and 
Quadratic

u Function Transformations

u Systems of Equations

u Descriptive Statistics



Math
Beyond Grade 8

u Recommended Sequence for High School (will vary by student)

Algebra I Geometry Algebra II Calculus or College Algebra w/Trig

u Grade 9 Algebra options: Algebra I R (1 year HS course) and Algebra IA (1.5 year HS course),

u Grade 9 Geometry Honors Option for 8th graders taking Algebra I
• Student maintains assessment average of 85% or better in Algebra I Honors

• Student maintains assessment average of 90% or better in Algebra I

u Possible Point of acceleration in grade 10:

• 90% average in Algebra I (in 9th grade) gains entry into Geo Honors

• Geometry and Algebra I taken concurrently with permission



Science 8
u General Science Skills

• Measurement, Graphing, Density

• Using Graduated Cylinders and Triple Beam Balances

u Chemistry
• Physical and Chemical Properties of Matter, Periodic Table

u Physics
• Classical Mechanics

u Earth Science
• Geology and Meteorology 



Science 8
u Intermediate Level Science Test (ILS) A 

comprehensive exam which covers science curriculum 
grades 5-8

• Lab Practical – late May

• Written portion – Multiple choice/Short answer – Early June 



Science
Beyond Grade 8

Ø Recommended Sequence for High School (will vary by 
student)

• Biology Earth Science Chemistry Physics

Ø Biology Honors in Grade 9 Option
• Student maintains test/quiz average of 94% or better

• Recommendations begin in January

Ø Chemistry in grade 10?
• Class average of 85% or better in Algebra I and Biology OR

• Honors: successful completion of Geometry and enrolled in 
Algebra II



u Read a variety of novels, short stories, poems.

u Read non-fiction (informational) texts, including 
historical accounts, essays, speeches, and articles.

u Write multi-paragraph essays, poems, and short 
stories.

u Respond to literature with an emphasis on analysis 
and insight into deeper concepts and ideas.

u Express an understanding of texts creatively with 
posters, podcasts, videos, etc.

In 8th grade ELA, students will:



uAssessment:

uCritical thinking skills are 
honed throughout the year in 

8th Grade ELA.

uBoth reading and writing 
assessments ask students 

to utilize the skills on the left.

uThese skills are continually 
taught and reinforced 
throughout the year.



Interdisciplinary Connections 
and Choice Books

• There are clear 
interdisciplinary links 
between ELA and 
Social Studies where a 
humanities approach allows 
students to make connections 
in both content areas.

• Students also read "choice 
books" and may self-select a 
text based on interest.



Social Studies 8
Content Curriculum

o Social Studies 8 is a continuation of the 2-year U.S. History program.
Curriculum will begin with the post-Civil War period 
and end with the present day.

Skills Curriculum

Skill-building is a continuation of the work begun in the 6th and 7th grade Social Studies 
program.

• Writing: recognizing historical themes and using documents as evidence

• Research: finding appropriate sources; synthesis of research; completing 
multi-step projects

• Presentation: making clear and engaging presentations to an audience; 
being able to respond to audience feedback



Social Studies 8
HISTORICAL INQUIRY FOCUS

Creating compelling questions and opportunities for students to engage 
with the content, providing interdisciplinary connections and 
connections to real life. For example:

• The Gilded Age: Does change mean progress?
Through text, multi-media and primary documents, students explore impact of 
industrialization, immigration and societal changes in the period following the Civil War. The 
investigation of the era will be organized according to historic themes (technology & 
economics; politics & war; daily life & culture; activism for change; population movements)

• Interdisciplinary Connection

Students read Ashes of Roses in ELA, a novel about an Irish immigrant’s experience in New 
York City, ending with the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire.

• Authentic Assessment
Students will evaluate current American society, using the historical themes as a framework. Is 
our nation still facing the same issues as it was during the Gilded Age? Things have changed, 
but have we made progress?



Social Studies
Beyond Grade 8

u Recommended Sequence for High School (will vary by student)

Global I Global II US History Civics/Economics 

A variety of Advanced Placement and college-level electives 
are available beginning in 10th grade

u Social Studies Global I Honors in Grade 9 Option
• Student maintains average of 94% or better on assessments 

(tests & essays)

• Recommendations begin in January



World Languages

u Completion of 3-year course of study with an emphasis on listening 
and speaking skills, with increased focus on reading and writing skills, 
including grammar and sentence structure 

u Project-enhanced thematic units with culture of French/Spanish 
speaking countries embedded in the lessons. 

u Local final exam assesses speaking, listening, reading and writing

u Passing the final exam and the course results in one HS credit. Final 
grades show on HS transcript.



Beyond 8th Grade: 
Options for  Spanish

u Students with an average of 85% or 
higher will be recommended for Spanish 
2. 

u Students with an average lower than 85% 
will be recommended for Spanish IB/IIA. 
This course focuses on the essential 
parts of the curriculum, benefitting 
those who show signs of struggle in 8th 
grade

u The final exam counts for 20% of a 
student’s average.  This is considered 
when making final placement. 



World Language
Beyond Grade 8

u Recommended Sequence for High School (will vary by student)

Spanish II Span III or Span III H (90+) Span IV or Intermediate College Spanish

Spanish IA/IIB Spanish II Spanish III

French II French III or French III H French IV or Intermediate College French



High School Planning –
Looking Forward
u Criteria for placement in Honors and AP 

classes is set by the High School 
departments, based on a model for 
success.

u Averages considered tests, quizzes and 
written prompts in some areas. This may 
not be equivalent to your child’s overall 
class grade.

u Recommendations based on assessment 
averages begin in late January. Starting 
the year strong helps!

u Criteria Review is provided for students 
who have had extenuating circumstances 
earlier in the year but are likely to 
achieve the required average for entry.



How Can Parents 
Help?

u Make daily, punctual 
attendance a priority.

u Try to avoid over scheduling.

u Encourage flexibility and 
priority scheduling.

u Encourage independence and 
responsibility.

u Try to keep things in balance.

u Keep in touch with 
teachers. Check the portal!


